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but no, both customs officials and port captain had something to

say about it, and as the port captain was going on a picnic, he

would not give us clearance papers to leave port on Sunday morning.

At last on Mlonday morning we hoisted the Tulane pennant on

the good sloop "Lupata," and sailed out into the Gulf. We fol-

lowed the low coast towards the east. With all sails set and a small

auxiliary motor running we made good progress, and after four and

one-half hours we entered the mouth of the Tonala river.

Tonala means "hot place" in Aztec, and the sun certainly was

blazing down on the sandy "streets" of the small cluster of palm

huts which forms the town.

The little settlement lies picturesquely hidden behind sand dunes

beside a shallow bay formed by the river, which is the boundary be-

tween the States of Veracruz and Tabasco. It was here that Bernal

Diaz landed in 1518 when he was on Grijalva's memorable trip of

discovery along the coast of Mexico. Let us use Bernal Diaz's own

words: "There came many Indians from the town of Tonala which

is at a distance of about one league from here, and they were very

peaceful, and they brought us bread of corn, and fish, and fruits, and

they gave it to us with good will, and the Captain flattered them

much and told then to give green beads and diamonds, and said to

them through signs that they should bring gold for exchange and

that he would give them of the things we had for exchange, and

they brought jewelry of low grade gold, and he gave them beads for

this. And also those from Guazacalco (Coatzacoalcos) came, and

from other towns around and they brought their jewelry, which was

not very much, because in addition to this exchange all the Indians

of these provinces usually brought some hatchets of copper, very

brightly polished for refinements or adornment with handles of

painted wood, and we thought they were of low grade gold. WTe

commenced to trade for these, and I tell you that in three days we

got more than six hundred, and we were very content believing them

to be of low grade gold, and the Indians still more with their beads,

and we all came out empty handed for the hatchets were of pure

copper and the beads a little or nothing. And one sailor had bought

seven hatchets, and was happy about this, and I also remember that

one soldier by name of Bartolome Pardo went to a house of idols

which was on a hill, and of which it is already said that they are

called Cues, which is as much as to say House of One's God, and

in that house he found many idols and much copal, which is like a

rosin with which they fumigate (the idols), and knives of flint with

which they sacrificed and circumcized, and in a chest of wood he found

many bits of gold which were diadems and collars, and two idols and

others as cast beads, and the soldier took the gold for himself. and


